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In this paper, we introduce a mixed complex and phase-only constraint for noniterative computer generation of
phase-only holograms from multiplane intensity distributions. We are able to reproduce three-dimensional inten-
sity distributions with the same number of planes achieved with the Gerchberg–Saxton (GS) algorithm; at the same
time, we maintain the fast computation time of a noniterative method. In this way, we enable the possibility of
multiplane light field control in dynamic applications. We show numerical results for three- and eight-plane holo-
grams, for different interplane distances—using either the same or different amplitude constraints in each plane. In
all of these tests, our method results in a comparable or better reconstruction quality than the GS algorithm, while
achieving a significant decrease in computing time. Finally, we experimentally demonstrate the capability of our
proposal to achieve multiplane holographic projection. ©2020Optical Society of America
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.390707
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern phase-only spatial light modulators (SLM) allow for
the precise control of light fields, enabling a broad range of
applications that were previously unfeasible. Those applications
include super-resolution microscopy [1,2], optical encryption
[3,4], optical trapping [5,6], and neuronal photostimulation
[7]. All of these applications have shown tremendous potential
for pushing state-of-the-art optical diagnostic, metrology, and
characterization techniques forward.
However, the capability to precisely modulate the phase of the
optical field is only one of the challenges posed by these applica-
tions because most of them require light field control, not only
in a plane, but also in a three-dimensional (3D) region of space.
As a result, the target light field in a 3D volume must be first cod-
ified into a single, 2D phase-only function.
Many techniques have been developed under the field of
computer-generated holography (CGH). In particular, CGH
techniques result in a 2D function (hologram) that reproduces
a target optical field. There are different methods, depending
on the features of the target. Some CGH techniques are well
suited to reproduce single 2D targets, while others are better
optimized for 3D distributions. The type of hologram to be
generated also must be taken into account, with some methods
producing complex valued holograms, while others result in
either amplitude-only or phase-only holograms.
Advances in phase-only SLM and the importance of the
aforementioned applications, have created CGH methods to
produce phase-only holograms of special interest. For instance,
in optical trapping, a single phase-only hologram must be able
to generate intensity spots to confine multiple particles in a 3D
volume. Likewise, in the case of holographic displays, it may be
necessary to codify multiple objects in different planes.
The methods to generate these holograms can be classified
as either iterative or noniterative, depending on the algorithm
used. Amongst the iterative methods, we find the original
Gerchberg–Saxton (GS) algorithm [8] and its variations, often
called alternative projection algorithms [9,10]. In these meth-
ods, the constraints on the light field in two or more planes are
known (for example, in a plane containing the object and in
the hologram plane). The field is transformed back and forth
between each plane, and the amplitude of the result replaced
by the corresponding constraint. This process is repeated until
the final result satisfies some quality metric. Other iterative
methods include the use of gradient descent optimization [11],
nonconvex optimization [12], or double constrains [13], to
name a few. Iterative methods generally produce high-quality
holograms; however, the need for multiple iterations makes
dynamic applications difficult.
On the other hand, noniterative methods take advantage
of certain light propagation features to generate holograms
in a single step, without the need for multiple back and forth
transforms or other optimization procedures. One of the most
straightforward noniterative techniques is the random super-
position method. In this method, the target amplitude in each
plane is multiplied by a random phase and then backpropa-
gated to the hologram plane [14]. The phase resulting from the
superposition of the fields from all planes will be the final phase
hologram. Despite its simplicity, this method is limited both
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in the reconstruction quality and in the number of planes that
can be reproduced from a single hologram. Other noniterative
methods codify the complex hologram into two phase functions
[15–17], or use patterned phase masks [18], where each con-
strain is multiplied by a tiled random phase. The periodicity of
the tiled random phase leads to an increase in the reconstruction
quality.
More recently, hybrid methods have been developed, where
random phases are optimized using prior knowledge about the
optical system [19,20]. These optimized random phases are
then used for noniterative hologram generation. In this way, the
reconstruction quality can be increased, while the computation
speed remains lower than in standard iterative algorithms.
Inspired in these contributions, we now introduce what we
believe is a new, noniterative method to generate multiplane
holograms. Our proposal allows for the reproduction of 3D
intensity distributions with a number of planes, comparable to
the GS algorithm. At the same time, we maintain the fast com-
putation time of a noniterative method, enabling the possibility
of multiplane light field control in dynamic applications. We use
a mixed complex and phase-only constrain in each plane during
hologram generation to achieve this control. Additionally,
we demonstrate the reconstruction of multiplane intensity
distributions, and include comparisons to the conventional
GS algorithm. Finally, we perform the experimental optical
reconstruction of the holograms generated with our proposal by
means of a phase-only SLM.
2. NONITERATIVE MULTIPLANE HOLOGRAM
GENERATION
We now proceed to introduce our method for noniterative
multiplane hologram (NIMH) generation. Our objective is to
obtain a single-phase hologram that results in a given multiplane
intensity distribution after reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 1.
There are several iterative approaches that can achieve this
kind of multiplane hologram. The most straightforward of these
techniques is the GS algorithm. In this method, an initial ran-
dom phase is propagated to the first plane in the target intensity
distribution volume. Then, the resulting amplitude is replaced
with the target amplitude, preserving the phase. The complex
field is then propagated to the next plane, where the process is
repeated. This is done for each plane of the target intensity dis-
tribution. After reaching the final plane, the procedure is carried
out backwards. Finally, once the hologram plane is reached, the
Fig. 1. Scheme of the reconstruction of a multiplane hologram. P:
target plane, z: interplane distance, f: lens focal length.
amplitude is again discarded and replaced by a constant. This
entire procedure is repeated and, in each iteration, the phase in
the hologram plane will reproduce a closer approximation to the
target intensity distribution.
As can be inferred from the description of the method, this
approach is computationally intensive. Furthermore, it is
prone to stagnation, and the accuracy of the achieved intensity
distribution will diminish as the number of planes is increased.
The stagnation and low quality of the result can be partially
explained because the amplitude target in each plane imposes a
constrain not only in that plane, but also in the rest of the planes
of the intensity distribution. Piestun et al. demonstrated a way to
solve this issue: relaxing the amplitude constraints in each plane
by giving a small, nonzero value to the zero-intensity regions
in each plane [21]. In this way, they were able to reproduce a
two-plane intensity distribution from a single, low-resolution
binary hologram.
Our proposal builds on the concept of relaxing the con-
straints. In particular, we perform the same basic procedure
found in the first iteration of the GS algorithm. However, in
each plane we set the complex field as a linear combination of
the products of the full complex field and its phase-only part
with the amplitude target. Additionally, we relax the amplitude
constraint by using a small, nonzero value in the zero-intensity
regions.
Thus, in plane i the complex field will be given by
Fi (v, w)= ai (v, w)(C · FrTz(Fi−1(v, w))+ (1−C)
· exp( jφi−1(v, w))), (1)
where FrT is the Fresnel transform with distance z, z is the dis-
tance between the plane i and i − 1, C is a constant that deter-
mines the weight of the complex and phase part, ai (v, w) is the
amplitude constrain for that plane, and φi−1(v, w) is the phase
of the Fresnel transform of the field in the previous plane.
Once the last plane is reached, the procedure is performed
backward, with the field in each plane replaced by
Fi (v, w)= ai (v, w)(C · FrT−1z(Fi+1(v, w))+ (1−C)
· exp( jφi+1(v, w))), (2)
where FrT−1 is the inverse Fresnel transform with distance z,
and z is the distance between the plane i and i + 1. This pro-
cedure is done until the hologram plane is reached, where the
amplitude is discarded and the remaining phase will become our
hologram.
Using the factor C, we can control how the amplitude con-
straints from the rest of the planes affect the overall intensity
distribution. A C factor of 0 means that our proposal will behave
as a single iteration of the GS algorithm, returning a hologram
with low accuracy after reconstruction. AC factor of 1 will
result in heavy occlusion and cross-talk between the amplitude
constrains of each plane, also resulting in very low-quality
reproduction of the desired intensity distribution.
However, when C is set to 0.5, we give equal weight to both
the full complex field and its phase-only component. In this
case, we achieve a hologram that reproduces the target intensity
distribution with improved accuracy, achieving similar results
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the GS and NIMH methods for generation of three-plane holograms.
in a single step to hundreds of iterations of the conventional GS
method.
In Fig. 2, we show a flowchart of both the sequential GS
algorithm and the NIMH methods to generate a hologram
corresponding to a three-plane intensity distribution. The
mixed constrain block in the NIMH flowchart denotes the
linear combination of the products of the full complex field
and its phase-only part with the amplitude target. Unlike the
GS algorithm, the NIMH method only requires a single pass
forward and backward through all the planes in the intensity
distribution. Additional loops will result in an increase of the
cross-talk between planes, decreasing the quality of the result in
the same way that using the higher values of the parameter C ;
thus our method is essentially noniterative. On the other hand,
to achieve optimal results with the GS method, several iterations
are required.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now proceed to numerically test our proposal and compare
it to the results from the GS algorithm. First, we will test the
effect of the parameter C in the reconstruction of a three-plane
intensity distribution with both grayscale and binary amplitude
targets. For this test, we set the interplane distance as 4 cm.
The hologram resolution is 1920× 1920 pixels, with a pixel
size of 8 µm. The illumination wavelength is 532 nm. The
amplitude constraints consist of images with a resolution of
1500× 1500 pixels. To ensure the highest quality results for the
GS algorithm, we applied 200 iterations. In general, between
20 and 50 iterations offers the best relation between quality
and computing time for this algorithm, with further iterations
resulting in comparatively small increases in quality.
As we can see from the results in Fig. 3, using our proposal
with a C value of 0 results in very low quality in the recon-
struction of plane 2, and especially in plane 3. On the other
hand, with a C value of 1, there is strong cross-talk between
planes, degrading the overall quality. However, a C value of
0.5 produces results that present a very strong similitude to the
use of 200 iterations of the GS algorithm. To further verify the
similitude between the NIMH method the GS algorithm, we
show in Fig. 4 the cross-section of light propagation in the target
intensity distribution volume.
As shown in this result, the NIMH generated with values of
C = 0.5 [Fig. 4(b)] is very similar to the GS result [Fig. 4(d)],
while with C = 1 [Fig. 4(c)] we obtain a strong concentration
of energy in the center of the intensity distribution, and with
C = 0 [Fig. 4(a)] we obtain smaller variations in the energy, due
to the inadequate reproduction of the amplitude constraints. It
can be appreciated in P2 of Fig. 4, where there is a low-intensity
region that corresponds to the dark part of the USAF target used
as amplitude constraint for that plane. That region shows low
contrast in Fig. 4(a), compared to Figs. 4(b) and 4(d).
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the reconstruction of GS-generated
holograms and NIMH for different values of C .
Now that we have determined that a C value of 0.5 results in
noniterative multiplane holograms with quality comparable
to those obtained with the GS algorithm, we proceed to test
the performance of our method using this value for different
scenarios. First, we will test the effects of introducing additional
planes to the target intensity distribution volume. For this test,
we will generate a NIMH and a GS hologram with eight planes,
using different images as amplitude constraints in each plane.
The interplane distance was set at 4 cm.
As we can see from Fig. 5, in both the GS and the NIMH,
the first planes present a relatively high reconstruction quality;
nevertheless, the planes further away from the hologram suffer
increasing degradation. In particular, the reconstruction in the
eighth plane is unrecognizable in both methods. Despite this
issue, the rest of the planes present very similar reconstruction
quality, with the GS results having better quality for the first two
planes and then being surpassed by the NIMH results for the
remaining planes.
Another interesting application of multiplane holograms is
reproducing the same target in different planes. This applica-
tion can be useful to ensure extended focus distance in head-up
displays. The effectiveness of our proposal in this scenario is veri-
fied by generating multiple holograms of the same three-plane
intensity distributions, increasing the distance between each
plane for each hologram. Then, we reconstructed the same plane
for each hologram and calculated the structural similarity index
(SSIM) of the result compared to the original amplitude target.
We use the same amplitude target used in plane 4 of Fig. 5.
As we can see from Fig. 6, our method presents a slightly lower
quality for the first two planes, but a very similar quality for the
last plane. Furthermore, our method presents slower degrada-
tion than the GS algorithm as the interplane distance increases.
We now proceed to test the behavior by increasing the number
of planes with the same target in each plane, and calculating the
SSIM between the original target as the reconstruction distance
increases. For this test, the interplane distance was set at 4 cm.
In Fig. 7, we can see that the GS method has better quality
for the first plane, but for the remaining planes our proposal
has significantly increased quality. These results show that a
greater depth of field can be maintained with higher quality
when compared to the GS algorithm.
In Fig. 8 we show the reconstruction of each plane from the
GS hologram and NIMH, confirming the behavior shown in
the graph of Fig. 7.
We now proceed to show the computation time for both the
NIMH and the GS results corresponding to the eight-plane
intensity distribution shown in Fig. 5.
As we can see from Table 1, the NIMH method has a very
similar computation time to a single iteration of the GS algo-
rithm. The speed advantage of our method becomes evident
the more iterations of the GS method are used. We achieved
higher or comparable quality results with the NIMH compared
to applying 200 iterations of the GS algorithm, which represents
a nearly 110-fold increase in computing speed. For all numerical
results in this work we used parallel computing with a NVIDA
GTX 1060 TI GPU and an Intel i7-4770 K CPU. These results
indicate that for all tested scenarios (including three or eight
planes), different interplane distances, and using either the same
or different amplitude constrains in each plane, our proposed
method for noniterative hologram generation offers similar or
better performance than the GS algorithm.
Fig. 4. Cross-section of light propagation from (a) NIMH with C = 0, (b) NIMH with C = 0.5, (c) NIMH with C = 1, and (d) hologram gener-
ated with 200 iterations of the GS algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the reconstruction of an eight-plane intensity distribution from a GS-generated hologram and a NIMH.
Fig. 6. SSIM of the different reconstruction planes from both
NIMH and GS holograms as the interplane distance increases.
Fig. 7. SSIM of the different reconstruction planes for an
eight-plane NIMH and GS hologram.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the reconstruction of an eight-plane intensity distribution from a GS-generated hologram and a NIMH when using
the same target in all planes.
Fig. 9. Experimental setup for holographic projection using a
LCOS-SLM. CS: collimation system, BS: beam splitter.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now proceed to experimentally test the capability of NIMH
to reproduce multiple planes when used in a holographic
projection system based on a phase-only liquid crystal on
silicon (LCOS) SLM. For these tests, we implemented the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 9.
In the experimental tests, we used the same NIMH and GS
hologram as in the tests of Figs. 5 and 8. This corresponds to
eight-plane intensity distributions. We tested holograms with
different amplitude constraints in each plane as well as using the
Table 1. Computation Time for Generation of a
Hologram Corresponding to an Eight-Plane Intensity
Distribution Using the NIMH and Different Number of











same amplitude constraint in all planes. The holograms had a
resolution of 1920× 1920 and were cut down to a resolution
of 1920× 1080 to match the SLM area. To avoid the effects
of the zero order from the SLM, and to eliminate the need for
lenses in the optical setup, we multiplied the holograms with
a phase grating and a spherical phase. The frequency of the
grating and the radius of the spherical phase allow us to control
the position in 3D space of the reconstructed intensity distri-
bution. The amplitude constraints are the input images shown
in Fig. 5, with a resolution of 1200× 1200 pixels each. The
SLM used is a PLUTO-2-VIS-016 SLM with a resolution of
1920× 1080 pixels and a pixel pitch of 8µm. The illumination
source is a Nd:YAG laser with an output power of 300 mW and
a wavelength of 532 nm.
First, we test the performance of the multiplane holograms
with different amplitude constraints. As we can see in Fig. 10,
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Fig. 10. Experimental comparison between the optical reconstruction of an eight-plane intensity distribution from a GS-generated hologram and
a NIMH.
Fig. 11. Experimental comparison between the optical reconstruction of an eight-plane intensity distribution from a GS-generated hologram and
a NIMH when using the same target in all planes.
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the experiment shows a very similar performance to the numeri-
cal results of Fig. 5, despite the presence of additional sources of
noise and the use of cut down holograms. In particular, we can
see that the NIMH presents similar quality to the GS holograms
in the first planes, and then better quality for the latter planes.
This behavior is confirmed in the case where we use the same
amplitude target in all planes, as shown in Fig. 11.
Again, the NIMH maintains similar quality to the GS holo-
grams in the first planes and better quality in the latter planes. In
particular, the difference in performance between both types of
holograms is particularly noticeable in planes 7 and 8, where the
GS hologram reconstruction is heavily affected by noise.
In Visualization 1, we include a video of the different recon-
struction planes of the GS hologram for the test of Fig. 10.
Each frame corresponds to a 0.08 cm displacement in the
reconstruction distance. Visualization 2 contains the same
video for the NIMH reconstructions. Visualization 3 shows the
reconstruction of the GS hologram of the test of Fig. 11, while
Visualization 4 is the reconstruction of the NIMH for that test.
These videos highlight how, as the reconstruction distance is
changed from plane to plane, the light remains confined in the
same region of space. In this way, there is little loss of energy over
all the intensity distribution. This is an important advantage of
NIMH over using a superposition method.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The NIMH generation method shown in this paper allows the
reproduction of complex, multiplane intensity distributions by
using any kind of amplitude constraints. We demonstrated sim-
ilar performance to the conventional multiplane GS algorithm
for three-plane intensity distributions, and improved per-
formance for eight-plane distributions. Furthermore, NIMH
can be generated significantly faster than the GS holograms.
Tests involving different interplane distances and experimental
reconstructions are shown, validating our method. We believe
that the NIMH can contribute to the development of novel
applications, like multifocus head-up displays or holographic
projection, while enabling faster dynamic optical trapping or
neuronal photostimulation. Additionally, the NIMH could
be combined with hybrid methods such as optimized random
phases to achieve even greater fidelity after reconstruction.
Moreover, a noniterative method to combine several amplitude
constraints into a single hologram may be of use for holographic
data compression, leading to new advancements in the field.
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